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Coach House Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Dear Leader, Damian Rogers,
I'm ill-equipped for this. I sit by a fake fireplace that frames a real flame. I've been crossed by two
crows today. 'Multi-vectored, Rogers's poems hum with life and tension, their speaker poised as
mother, seer, reporter and daughter. They speak of loss and cold realities (misplaced charms of
luck, a tour of an assisted-living facility, coins thrown into Niagara Falls). They also interweave
dreams and visions: "O Lion, I am / an old handmaiden; I will not lay the pretty baby in the lap / of
the imposter." Simple but evocative, at once strange and plain, Rogers's poems of address ricochet
off the familiar "Dear Reader" or Dickinson's "Dear Master" .Rogers's poems provide instructions
for what to leave, what to take and what to fight. They act as selvage between the vast mother-
ocean -- the mem of memory -- and the fabric we make of the uncertain in-between.' -- Hoa
Nguyen, The Boston Review 'How can we live with the kind of pain that worsens each day? Dear
Leader explains through bold endurance, enumerated blessings and the artistic imagination. By
pasting stark truths over, or under,...
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This pdf is very gripping and fascinating. We have read and that i am certain that i am going to going to read once more again in the future. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- B ur nice Cr onin-- B ur nice Cr onin

This is the best book i have read until now. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Na dia  K onopelski-- Na dia  K onopelski
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